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Abstract
Consider the regular triangulation of an equilateral triangle into (k − 1)2 congruent triangles.
De/ne the graph k as the skeleton of this triangulation. Recently, using spectral methods, Colin
de Verdi3ere showed that the tree width of k is k. In this note, we show that k is, in fact, a
forbidden minor for the property of having tree width less than k. As a corollary, we derive a
similar result for a spectral graph invariant. c© 2001 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Recently, Yves Colin de Verdi3ere [1] introduced the notion of largeur d’arborescence
[tree width] la(G) of a graph G. Namely, la(G) is the smallest natural k such that G
is a minor of the Cartesian product Kk T of the complete graph Kk and some tree T .
[The Cartesian product of two paths, for example, is a rectangular grid, Fig. 1 (right).]
It turns out that la(G) is closely related to the notion of tree width, tw(G), introduced
by Robertson and Seymour in [3]:
la(G)− 16tw(G)6la(G):
The /rst of these two inequalities is due to Colin de Verdi3ere [1], and the second one,
to van der Holst ([2], p. 91). Both inequalities are existentially sharp.
In the same paper [1], Colin de Verdi3ere considers the family {k : k¿2} of graphs
de/ned as follows. Subdivide each side of an equilateral triangle, S, into k − 1 equal
segments. Through the subdivision points, plot the lines parallel to the sides of S,
Fig. 1 (left). This induces a triangulation of S into (k − 1)2 congruent triangles. Now,
k is the graph of the skeleton of this triangulation.
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Fig. 1. The graph 4 (left) is an induced subgraph of a triangular grid with 3 horizontal layers of upward
triangles (center); such a grid is obtained from the rectangular grid P4 Pm (right) by contracting the edges
in bold; here m = 10.
As noted in [1], it is easy to see that la(k)6k. Indeed, k is an induced subgraph
of a ‘long triangular grid with k − 1 layers of small upward triangles’ (Fig. 1, center);
by this we mean the graph obtained from the rectangular grid Pk Pm by contracting
its ‘horizontal’ edges in the check-board fashion, Fig. 1 (right). The epithet ‘long’
suggests that m should be signi/cantly larger than k; assuming m¿2k − 2 suKces for
our purposes.
Since the rectangular grid Pk Pm is, in turn, a minor of Kk Pm, the Cartesian
product of the k-clique and a tree, we see that, in fact, all the graphs mentioned in the
previous paragraph have la at most k.
It turns out that la(k) is k. However, to prove this appears a non-trivial task. Colin
de Verdi3ere [1] oLers a proof using one of his recent spectral graph invariants. We
discuss this in Section 3. No other proof seems to be known.
In the next section, we show that any proper minor H of k satis/es la(H)¡k.
In other words, k is what is called a forbidden minor for the class of graphs
{G | la(G)¡k}.
2. Main result
The graphs we consider here are assumed simple.
Recall that a graph H is a minor of G iL H is a subgraph of either G or a graph
G′ obtained from G by contracting some of its edges. Here by contracting the edge uv
we mean replacing the pair of adjacent vertices u and v by a new vertex, and joining
it by an edge with each vertex from the former neighborhood of {u; v}. In particular,
edge-contraction preserves simplicity.
We say that a class of graphs C is closed under taking minors, or minor-monotone,
if for every G ∈C all of the minors of G are also in C. A graph G ∈C is a [min-
imal ] forbidden minor for C iL all of the proper minors of G are in C. A famous
result of Robertson and Seymour [4] states that the set of the forbidden minors for a
minor-monotone class C is /nite.
Let Ck denote the class of graphs G with la(G)¡k. By the mere de/nition of
la(G), we see immediately that Ck is minor-monotone. The goal of this section is to
show that k is a forbidden minor for Ck , cf. Theorem 2.2 below.
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Fig. 2. Running example of the graph H =9 −{e} with the rays L; R, and D (left) and the corresponding
graphs H1; : : : ; H5(right).
Lemma 2.1. Let e be an edge of k and set H :=k − e. Then la(H)¡k.
Proof. For simplicity of future references, let us draw k as the skeleton of the regular
triangulation of the equilateral triangle, S, of side k − 1 so that the edge e appears
horizontal, just as in Fig. 2 (left). Call a unit triangle of k upward if it lies above
its horizontal edge. Then, k is the union of its upward triangles. Respectively, H is
the union of its upward triangles and the two slanted edges of the upward triangle
of e. Out of these, we construct /ve edge-disjoint graphs H1; : : : ; H5 whose union is
H , as follows. To begin, /nd the former center of e. From it, plot two rays pointing
upward, and parallel to the two non-horizontal sides of the triangle S, Fig. 2 (left).
Call these rays L (left) and R (right) respectively. Plot a third, vertical, ray, pointing
downward. Call it D. Set H1 to be the union of the upward triangles of H entirely
below L and not to the right of D; H2 to be the union of the upward triangles and
the edges intersected by L; H3 to be the union of the upward triangles entirely above
L and R; H4 is the union of the upward triangles and the edges intersected by R; and
H5 is the union of the upward triangles entirely below R and to the right of D. Of
course, some of the H1; H3, and H5 could be empty.
Next, we construct a certain graph G by describing its wire-and-rubber model, as
follows. For i∈{1; : : : ; 5}, make a copy of Hi out of rigid wire, Fig. 2 (right). If u ∈ H
is a common vertex of Hi and Hj, we join the copies of Hi and Hj at u by either a
hinge (which allows for a free rotational motion about u in the plane of the page) or
an elastic rubber band — according to the following rule. If u is a vertex of minimum
or maximum altitude in either H2 or H4, we use a hinge; otherwise, we use a rubber
band, Fig. 3. Notice that, by construction, if each rubber band is contracted to a point,
our wire-and-rubber model of G looks exactly like the graph H . This shows that H is
a minor of G.
On the other hand, starting from the contracted rubber bands and then stretching
them by rotating the copy of H2 60
◦ clockwise, the copy of H4 60
◦ counterclockwise,
while making sure that the other wire parts move in translations, Fig. 3, we see that
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Fig. 3. Rubber-and-wire model of the graph G. The edges of G are modeled by either wire (shown in black)
or rubber (shown in gray); the small circles represent the hinges.
G is a minor of a ‘long triangular grid with k − 2 layers of upward triangles.’ Hence,
la(H)6la(G)6k − 1, as claimed.
Theorem 2.2. k is a forbidden minor for the class of graphs Ck = {G | la(G)¡k}.
Proof. Since, as was mentioned in the Introduction, k ∈ Ck , it is enough to prove
that any proper minor H of k is in Ck . Furthermore, due to the minor-monotonicity
of Ck , it suKces to consider those H which can be obtained from k by either deleting
one edge or contracting one edge. Since the former case has already been treated by
Lemma 2.1, suppose that H is obtained from k by contracting some edge uv. Let
uvw be the upward triangle of k containing uv. Set K :=k − uw. Then K ∈ Ck by
Lemma 2.1, while H can be obtained from K by contracting the edge uv.
3. Spectral invariant
As was mentioned in the Introduction, to prove that la(k) = k, Colin de Verdi3ere
uses one of his recent spectral graph invariants. In the notation of [1], the invariant
K1 is used, where K can be taken to be either R or C. (In general, the value of K1
depends on such a choice of K .) Roughly speaking, K1 is de/ned as the maximum
co-rank of a positive semide/nite matrix over K , having the same oL-diagonal zero
pattern as the adjacency matrix of the graph. In addition, such a matrix has to satisfy a
certain non-degeneracy requirement, tantamount to demanding transversality of certain
manifolds’ intersection. We refer the reader to [1] for a precise de/nition.
The invariants K1 , K ∈ {R;C}, are minor-monotone, which is to say that so are the
classes {G | K1 (G)¡k} for all k¿2. Moreover, K1 (G)6la(G) for any graph G.
To show that la(k) = k, Colin de Verdi3ere constructs a matrix satisfying the
requirements of the de/nition of K1 for k , and with co-rank k. This certi/es that
K1¿k. Since the inequality la(k)6k is readily veri/ed (cf. Introduction), one has
k6K1 (k)6la(k)6k;
and the equality throughout follows.
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In the previous section we saw that any proper minor H of k satis/es la(H)¡k.
Since K1 (G)6la(G) for any graph G, we also have 
K
1 (H)¡k. We thus obtain, for
free, the following result.
Theorem 3.1. k is a forbidden minor for the class of graphs {G | K1 (G)¡k}.
In [1] Colin de Verdi3ere writes that he does not know of any way of proving
la(k)¿k other than via a spectral invariant. In the spirit of duality, I do not know a
way of proving Theorem 3.1 other than using the notion of largeur d’arborescence.
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